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Plugin Administration
1. PLUGIN INSTALLATION
In order to install the developed plugin, we first must login into the Moodle as an Admin user.
Secondly, at the home page, we must go to the Administration module, and to select Site
Administration.

From Site Administration, we must select the Plugins subsection and, afterwards, the option of
“Install plugins”.
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We are going to install the plugin from a .zip file. So, at the Plugin type list, we select “Activity
module (mod)”. We drag and drop the .zip file named “labcalendar.zip” into the Zip package
rectangle screen. Finally, we must select the control of the Acknowledgement option.

Once the plugin is configured, we push the button “Install plugin from the ZIP file”.

If the plugin meets all the requirements of our Moodle installation, the plugin validation page is
shown as follows:

Now, we are ready to install the plugin, thus we should click on the “Install plugin” button. During
the installation of the plugin, the database is changed. Therefore, the following page is reported about
the need of updating the database.
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In order to continue with the installation, we must click on “Upgrade Moodle database now”.
Finally, if there are not errors during the database update, the plugin is successfully installed and we
can start to create Laboratory activities. So, just click the Continue button.

2. REGISTERING EXPERIMENTS
An experiment at a laboratory should have a website where the experiment takes place, a status
service that reports about the status of the laboratory, and a data service so that the student and
lecturer can retrieve the experiment data.
If it is the first time that the laboratory is used within Moodle, the laboratory must be registered. In
order to register a laboratory, we must go to Site Administration>Plugins>Activity
Modules>Laboratories:
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At Laboratories Administration, we can see the already installed laboratories and experiments:

In the top of the window we can find the “Adding a Laboratory” button that allows us to add a new
laboratory. The following form is opened:
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The parameters of a laboratory are the following:
 Name of the laboratory. For example “UNED Labs”.
 Institution that hosts the laboratory. In our case is “UNED”.
 City where the laboratory is from. This parameter is optional. In our case is Madrid.
 Country where the laboratory is from. This parameter is optional. In our case is Spain.
 Website of the institution of the laboratory. In our case is http://mercurio.scc.uned.es.
 Responsible is the name of the technical responsible of the laboratory and his/her email. If an error
happens, the plugin is going to contact to this responsible by means of an email. In our example, the
responsible is Llanos Tobarra and her email is llanos@scc.uned.es.
 If the laboratory allows two or more experiments at the same time the laboratory is concurrent. But
if the laboratory only allows one experiment per time it is not concurrent. We assume that each
experiment can be used by only one student at the same time. Our experiments use different
components of the laboratory so they are concurrent.
Once the form is filled, we push “Add” so that the laboratory is added to Moodle.
If a laboratory has been already registered, we can add a new experiment directly to that laboratory.
From the laboratory administration, we can add an experiment from the button “Adding an
Experiment”.

The Experiment form is opened:
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The experiment parameters are the following:
 The laboratory, which must be previously registered, where the experiment takes place.
 Experiment webpage. Each experiment has its website. For example, UNED Lego Windturbine
experiment has the webpage http://62.204.199.219:8080/web3/index.html.
 Minimum session duration in minutes. Lecturers can configure the experiment sessions to fit into
their needs. But there must be a minimum and a maximum of the session duration. This minimum
must take into account the time that takes the upload of the experiment webpage. In our example the
minimum is 1 minute.
 Maximum session duration in minutes. In our example the maximum is 15 minutes.
 Minimum gap in minutes. Between two sessions the laboratory must need a pause time in order to
recover the sensor values or other circumstances. Here that gap is configured. In our example this
value is 1 minute.
 URL for the status service. Each laboratory should have a status service. This service reports about
errors on the laboratory or if the laboratory is already in used. This parameter is optional but it is
hightly
recommended.
In
our
example
the
status
service
is
at
http://62.204.199.219:8080/WindTurbineWS3/status.
 URL for the data service. This service retrieves the session data into a data file for the student and
the lecturer. In our case, we use the data service http://62.204.199.229:8080/solar/log/1234.csv.
 Documentation contains information for the experiment. In our case we redirect the student to the
laboratory documentation at http:\\mercurio.scc.uned.es
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After this step the experiment is available for lecturers.
3. LOST SESSIONS
An activity of experiment can be deleted from the course by a lecturer. But, maybe later on, it is
necessary recover some session data. All the sessions can be found at the “Sessions” button of the
Laboratory Administrator.

Lecturer
4. ACTIVITY CREATION
Once the plugin is installed in the platform and the experiments and laboratories are registered,
lecturers can add experiments at their courses.
In order to create an activity using a laboratory, first a lecturer must go to the course main page.
There, she/he must activate the course edition by the button “Turn editing on”:

Then, at the selected topic he/she should select “Add an activity or resource link”.

A dialog is shown with the list of available resources or activities at the Moodle. Lecturer should
select “Laboratory plugin” and push “add” button.
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Then the activity form is shown. Lecturer should fill this form in order to create the activity:
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The parameters are:
 The name of the activity. This is the name that is shown at the course.
 An optional description of the activity.
 Laboratory is a list where the registered experiments are shown.
 The period of the task when the activity is going to be available for the students.
 When the task ends. An activity with an experiment can be created for a month.
 The duration of a session.
 The duration of the gap between two sessions.
 The number of sessions allowed per student. This is the maximum number of sessions that a student
can book with the system.
After filling this form, the lecturer should click on “Save”. The activity appears at the course main
page:

Once, lecturer can switch off the edition of the course and the activity is ready for the students.

5. MANAGE THE SESSIONS
If a lecturer has successfully created an activity of experiment, when he/she clicks on the activity, the
activity looks like this:
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This view is a bit different form the student’s one. On top there are information related with the
laboratory and the experiment:
 The name of the laboratory, its institution and its responsible. If the lecturer clicks on the
responsible name he/she can send an email to the responsible.
 The experiment name, its documentation and its status reported by the status service.
 The server time.

Afterwards the calendar is shown. The lecturer can book a session of the experiment like a student.
This process is explained at the student section but the procedure is the same.

Finally there is a table of the sessions of the activity. Lecturers can see all the sessions of the activity,
its scheduled slot, its current status and the associated session file.
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A session can have the following status:
 Pending, the session has been booked by a student and it is pending to occur.
 Running, the session is active in this moment and the user that has booked the session is using the
laboratory.
 Finished, means that the user has used the laboratory during the session but he/she has left the
experiment before the session expires.
 Finished (time_out), means that the user has used the laboratory during the session until the session
has end.
 Unused, means that the user has not enter to the session during its period of time.
A user can cancelled its own booked sessions. After cancelling its session, the plugin sends an internal
message and an email reporting about this fact.
But in addition, a lecturer can cancel the session of a student. In that case, the lecturer should click on
“Cancel” button. Then the cancellation form is shown and the lecturer must fill it.

The student receives an internal message and an email reporting the session cancellation:

And the cancelled session does not appear in the session list.
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There is search form so lecturer can find relevant session by user name or by its status.
6. ACTIVITY EDITION
Once an activity with an experiment is created, it can be edited. The only parameters that can be
modified are the number of sessions and the end of the activity.
First, lecturer must turn editing on. Then, the Edit menu is active and he/she can choose Edit settings

The activity form is showed:

Then, the lecturer can change the end date of the activity and the number of sessions allowed to a
student. If a lecturer reduces the duration of an activity and there are booked sessions that become out
of the duration of the activity due to this change, the plugin sends an email and an internal message to
the affected students.

The sessions that are cancelled by these circumstances are represented as cancelled in their status.
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Student
1. BOOK A SESSION
Before a student can perform an experiment he/she must book a session in advance. So, first he/she
must click on the activity at the course. If the activity has not started yet, the following message will
appear:

If the activity has finished already, the following message will appear:

If the activity is active, the student gets the following view:
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In the top of the view, the student is reported about some parameters of the experiment: session
duration, number of sessions, experiment documentation and the server time.

Afterwards, a calendar is shown. The student could select a day for the session. The available days are
highlighted in black.
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Once the student selects a day, the scheduler of that day is shown. The free sessions have a green dot
next to its timetable. Those which have a red dot are already booked. A student can select a session
click on the selection checkbox and clicking in the “book” button.

The plugin checks if the student selection is correct, showing a modal dialog. If the student clicks on
“ok” then the session is booked.

And the selected session appears at the session list as “Pending”:

If student wants to delete a booked session which status is “Pending”, he/she only needs to click on
cancel button. Only “Pending” sessions can be cancelled by students.
2. DO AN EXPERIMENT
Students must be aware that the times shown in the booked sessions refer to Moodle server clock.
Thus, if a session starts at 16:30 are 16:30 at the server time, not student computer. Also students must
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configure properly their time zone at their profiles. That is the reason why the server time is shown at
the plugin view.

Once the session starts the student must click on the activity link and he/she enters to the experiment
webpage directly.

On top the experiment there is a temporizer indicating the minutes left of the session. Once the
session expires the following message appears:

And the student is redirected to the booking sessions view:
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If the student wants to retrieve the experiment data, he/she only needs to click on download data. In
addition, if it is enabling at the Moodle server, there is a copy of the experiment data at the private file
area of Moodle:

If the experiment is being used at the moment that the session starts, the following message will
appear:

If there is an error at the laboratory when the session starts the student gets the following message:
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In addition, an automated email is sent to the laboratory responsible reporting about the incidence:
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